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ABOUT US
We provide technologically advanced rubber fabrication 
and bonding solutions for the global market. 

Technical innovation is integral to our DNA. Our 
expert engineers work in close partnership with our 
customers to overcome not just today’s challenges, 
but tomorrows too. 

OUR WEBBING
Our high quality, premium webbing has been 
established in the United Kingdom for over 60 
years, and is used by high end furniture 
manufacturers across the globe.

Constructed from a combination of both rubber 
and fabric, our webbing is a durable flat rubber 
spring.  The rubber produces resilience, and the 
fabric controls the degree of elasticity and provides 
maximum reinforcement. The fabric reinforcement 
is present throughout the webbing, enabling it to 
be cut to any length to suit your exact requirements.  
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APPLICATIONS
Used by upholsterers for a wide array of classic 
chair and sofa projects, our webbing can be 
securely fastened onto the frame using a range of 
clips, staples, or tacks.

It is the ideal replacement for worn or damaged 
seat webbing in all kinds of quality furniture.  

With a wide area of support our webbing permits the thickness of the chosen cushioning material 
to be reduced without sacrificing comfort offering a potential cost saving.

We are the supplier of choice and offer various options from the standard range of webbing 
products, to a bespoke service to meet your exact specification.

If you are interested in our webbing for the UK market, we have partnered with Handy 
Limited, who supply a vast range of components to the bedding and furniture industries.

Please visit them at www.handyltd.co.uk for more information.
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Webbing in use


